Mr. Love...No Ego, Freddy Jackson

"Just Leave Your Ego Out Of It."

Speaker - Life-Coach - Consultant

*www.mrlovenoego.org - *Freddy@lovenoego.org - *(804) 822-8287

Speaking

*Development of a Healthy Identity
*Internal Conflict and Esteem: how to improve spiritual, physical, and mental fitness, and go beyond the ego and fears.

- **Inner Purpose to Outer Purpose**
  Aligning who You are with what You do
- **Being Into Doing**
  Understanding who You are, and taking action
- **On The Frequency of Miracles**
  Live the life you want to live, attracting miracles every day into your life

Bio

- **Developer of People**
- **Life-Enhancing Coach**

Freddy's LoveNoEgo philosophy serves as the foundation for pushing the human spirit into greatness. He delivers powerful and relevant presentations, mentors, consults, and conducts workshops for individuals, teams, and organizations around the world.

RATES:

**Speaking Keynote**
$1500-$2000

**Workshops**
$500-$1500

**Private Consultation**
$200-$500

*Special donation -based rates for churches*